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ABSTRACT
This paper presents LogDiver, a tool for the analysis of
application-level resiliency in extreme-scale computing systems. The tool has been implemented to handle data generated by system monitoring tools in Blue Waters, the petascale machine in production at the University of Illinois’ National Center for Supercomputing Applications. The tool is
able: i) to filter, extract, and classify error data from different sources of information, such as system logs, hardware
sensors and workload logs; ii) to extract signals from the
categorized errors; iii) to consolidate user application data
and decode application and job exit status, highlighting the
reasons for the application/job exit; and iv) to correlate application failures with errors using a mix of empirical and
analytical techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first tool capable of measuring application-level resiliency in extreme-scale machines. We also demonstrate the
power of the tool by showing that XK applications are more
vulnerable to failures when compared to XE applications.

Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Although today we understand the main characteristics
of failures in supercomputing environments [1–8], the issue
of job and application resiliency has been less well-studied.
Modern supercomputers are equipped with fault-tolerant infrastructures that are capable of protecting job and application executions from failures due to either hardware or
software problems. Hence, important questions are, what
are the errors and failures that affect the resiliency of jobs
and applications executing on supercomputers? And what
factors are important to characterize such errors?
This paper presents LogDiver, a tool for the analysis and
measurement of system- and application-level resiliency in
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cuses on the analysis of user applications, i.e., the compiled
programs launched by user jobs, which can execute across
one or more compute nodes. Parallel jobs can spawn several applications at a time, i.e., different programs on one
or multiple nodes, that can execute concurrently and/or sequentially. We claim that it is important to analyze the error
behavior of applications launched within a job to accurately
characterize both system- and application-level resiliency.
Why LogDiver ? The analysis of application-level resilience requires use of a mix of empirical and analytical techniques: (i) to handle the large amount of textual data; (ii) to
decode specific types of system events and application/job
exit codes obtained from multiple data sources, e.g., systemgenerated syslogs, job scheduler logs, and application scheduler logs; (iii) to extract signals of interest (e.g., error rates);
and (iv) to measure error propagation and application resiliency. LogDiver is a tool set that supports automated error characterization of large-scale systems in a holistic manner. The LogDiver -based analysis allows us to examine error
propagation patterns, estimate the likelihood of error detection and the frequency of error occurrence, measure error
impact(s) at both system and application levels, and assess
efficiency of error recovery. Data-driven analysis conducted
using LogDiver produces highly robust metrics for quantifying the impact of exogenous variables (e.g., the system
load, the application scale, and the user expertise) on the
application-level resiliency. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first tool that allows the characterization of errors observed at the granularity of user applications (rather
than at the batch job level). Such in-depth understanding
of application error sensitivity is essential for realistic performance evaluation of current systems and to guide design
of resiliency mechanisms.
In this paper, we describe LogDiver’s workflow and provide examples of the types of analysis the tool supports.
Overall the data includes about 6 TB of syslogs, and reflect
more than 4 million user applications launched from March
1, 2013 to July 27, 2014 by more than 650,000 jobs run by
919 users, totaling more than 190 million node hours.

2.

THE LOGDIVER APPROACH
LogDiver is a tool created to measure application-level
resiliency of extreme-scale machines in a holistic manner.
The LogDiver -based analysis allows us to create a unique
dataset encapsulating events that are central in i) performing resiliency and performability measurements, iii) support the application of machine learning techniques to create application-level error detectors, and iii) measuring how
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Figure 1: LogDiver data processing workflow
multiple factors (e.g., application scale and system errors)
impact application. Uniquely, this tool does the following:
• Allow a precise identification of the reasons behind application termination,
• Directly relates system errors and failures (e.g., Gemini
ECC errors, GPU MMU errors and Lustre file system
failures) to application failures, and
• Provides a unified representation of the workload/error/
failure logs, permitting workload-failure analysis and
computation of a range of quantitative performance
and dependability metrics.
An in-depth characterization of the application failures
caused by system-related issues is essential to evaluating the
performance of current systems and to guiding the design of
resiliency mechanisms.
While the tool was designed with respect to Cray architecture, it can be extended to other type of systems by changing
a limited number of components.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first tool that
allows the characterization of the impact and propagation
of system errors on running applications. Such in-depth understanding of application error sensitivity is essential for
realistic performance evaluation of current systems and to
guide design of resiliency mechanisms.
In the following, we briefly describe the workflow enforced
in LogDiver.

2.1

Workflow

LogDiver operates in 5 main steps, depicted in Figure 1.
Each step produces several output files that are fed downstream to the subsequent step. Data in intermediate output
files can also be used by external tools (e.g., Matlab and SAS
to perform workload characterization) to conduct additional
analysis beyond what LogDiver supports.

2.2

Step 1: Data Collection

Objective: collecting data from multiple sources. Many
sources are redirected to the syslog, including a subset of the
data generated by the various hardware sensors deployed in
Blue Waters. Data is collected by the system-level logging
daemons and periodically moved by LogDiver to a workspace
where to analysis takes place. 1
1

We are currently developing a system-level plugin for the

Input: system-generated syslogs and workload logs, including job scheduler logs (i.e., TORQUE logs) and application scheduler logs (i.e., ALPS logs).
Output: data parsed to an internal format that is systemagnostic.
Syslogs include system events logged by the OS and by
Hardware Supervisory System (HSS), and entries generated
by the Sonexion cluster implementing Blue Waters’ LUSTRE file system.2 Syslogs events include i) the timestamp
of the event, ii) the facility, indicating the type of software
that generated the messages, iii) a severity level, indicating
how severe the logged event is, iv) the identification of the
node generating the message, v) the process, including the
PID (process identifier) of the process logging the event, and
vi) the event description.
TORQUE logs include information on created, canceled,
scheduled, and executed jobs in the system. Each entry
in the TORQUE logs consists of 45 fields containing time
information on all the phases of the job (creation, queue,
execution, and termination times), user, group, queue, resources, the type and the list of used nodes, and wall-time
used.
ALPS logs include information on node reservation management, job/application launching, periodic monitoring and
termination of user applications, and detected internal problems and cleanup operations. ALPS logs are redirected by
the system console to the syslogs and merged with other
system events.

2.3

Step 2: Event Tagging and Filtering

Objective: to identify, categorize and filter the error events
contained in the collected data.
Input: parsed syslogs.
Output: (i) a list of categories containing only events of
interest, i.e., the error data, referred as message template;
(ii) the filtered dataset, referred as error data.
A message template is a combination of a fixed text and a
variable text in each raw log entry. The fixed part is the text
that indicates the specific event that generated the syslog
entry, e.g. “NODE ID client was evicted by LUSTRE OST
NODE ID in PARTITION ID”, with “* client was evicted
by * in *” being the template (see Figure 1). LUSTRE
OST NODE ID, PARTITION ID in the example encodes
the information related to the specific event logged, i.e., the
id of the node evicted, the evicting Lustre node, and the
partition to which the eviction refers. We equipped LogDiver
with a set of functionalities to identify all the fixed (i.e., the
template) and variable items in the logs and to substitute
with a wild card symbol (the * in the example in the bottom
left corner of Figure 1) the variable items, such as IP, MAC,
node id, hardware address, dates, user names, and numbers.
The categorization consists of assigning a specific unique
numerical template ID, tag, category and group to each error
template. The tag is a textual description of the event of interest (e.g., GPU MMU ERROR or LUSTRE EVICT), the
category refers to the subsystem generating the event (e.g.,
NVIDIA GPU or LUSTRE), and the group corresponds to
the subsystem involved in the event (e.g., NODE HW or
STORAGE). For instance, the example in the bottom left
ALPS prologue and epilogue in order to collect data before
and after each application.
2
Refer to [8] for a more detailed description of the system.

Output: (i) apid2Error dataset (Figure 2.(a)) where each
each application run by Blue Waters is paired with all the
errors that the application experienced while executing; (ii)
Coalesced Errors dataset, where all the errors occurring with
high correlation on nodes executing the same instance of
application (including the service nodes serving XE and XK
node requests related to the this application) are grouped
together to form error tuples.

Figure 2: LogDiver Main Output: (a) apid2Error
dataset matching workload data with error data, (b)
coalesced error data
corner of Figure 1, we assigned the tag CPU MACHINE CHECK
and category NODE HW to the template with ID 56724 1).
That step is the only semi-automated part of the tool;
the other steps are fully automated. The categorization of
error templates requires frequent interactions with technical
personnel for validation purposes. At the end of this step,
all the entries matching the obtained templates identified at
step 2 are retrieved from the data and tagged according to
the tag, category, and group in the template list.

2.4

Step 3: Workload Consolidation

Objective: To create a consolidated dataset that includes
information on jobs, application runs, used resources (e.g.,
type and ID of used nodes), user options (e.g., used resiliency
features), in order to enable the matching of workload data
with error data, performed in the next step.
Input: the TORQUE and ALPS logs.
Output: an extended data set of user applications (referred to as “application data” in Figure 1), which include 1
entry of 46 fields for each application. Important fields are
i) start and end time, ii) reservation ID, job ID, user, group,
application name, iii) resources data, e.g., number, ID and
type of nodes, memory, and virtual memory, iv) application
exit code and job exit code, v) job- and application-required
wall time and used wall time, and vi) user command used
to launch the application.
The required application data is scattered over several
nonconsecutive entries in the ALPS logs and needs to be
retrieved and assembled for each user application. Another
important operation performed by this step is to extract staff
applications from the dataset. Blue Waters staff can execute privileged applications, such as hardware tests or run
dedicated benchmarks without passing through the batch
queue. As a consequence, many staff applications do not
have corresponding job information as it happens for user
applications. To this end, LogDiver interfaces with the user
access list (e.g., the LDAP user and group table) to gather
user information and identify system personnel.

2.5

Step 4: Workload-Error Matching

Objective: to match and collate relevant error data with
the consolidated workload data.
Input: filtered error events and the consolidated workload
traces (application data in Figure 1).

The error-application association is performed by overlapping the workload data with errors occurring between
the start time and end time of the considered application,
on one of the nodes executing the application or one of the
service/IO nodes serving the application.
In order to correlate application failures with error data,
LogDiver uses a mix of empirical and analytical techniques
that can be classified into 2 categories: (i) correlation analysis methods to separate local from global effects across
events generated by different nodes and/or different error
categories; and (ii) event coalescence, to group specific errors occurring with high correlation.
Event Correlation. A first step to allow cross-correlation
analyses is to model error data in a uniform way. To that
end, we model error events as a set of (stochastic) point processes, i.e., a set of individual events generated at random
points in time Ti . We represent the point processes using
different representations and domain transformations based
on both inter-arrival process and sequence of counts. An
inter-arrival process is a real-valued random sequence with
In = Tn − Tn−1 . The sequence of counts, or the count process, is formed by dividing the time axis into equally spaced
contiguous intervals of T to produce a sequence of counts
Ck (t), where Ck (T ) = Nk+1 ((T ) − Nk (T ) denotes the number of events in the k-th interval. The normalized version
of the sequence of counts, the rate process is obtained by
dividing Ck (T ) by the size of the sampling interval T . The
correlation is then performed using Pearson’s lagged correlation coefficient computed across different point processes
generated by nodes executing the same application. The
correlation can be estimated with respect to any error as
well as considering only specific tags, categories and groups.
Event Coalescence. LogDiver employs different coalescence techniques, making it possible to perform analyses at
different levels of detail. Specifically, it can coalesce errors
generated by i) the same error category/tag, ii) the same
node, iii) nodes allocated to the same job and/or application,
and iv) the whole system, considering only console logs. The
last type employs hypothesis testing and domain expertise in
order to avoid grouping independent events (e.g., two ECC
memory errors on two different nodes). We used domain expertise to create an adjacency matrix of signals that can be
mutually influenced, e.g., GPU MMU errors with GPU voltage level. We grouped the events i) temporally when they
show high (lagged) cross-correlation values, and ii) spatially
(i.e., events generated across different nodes, blades, and
cabinets) only when they are generated by nodes executing
the same application.

2.6

Step 5: Metrics

The last part of the tool is in charge of estimating various
metrics of interest. Table 1 shows an example of a subset
of the computation modules LogDiver modules and related
input and output data. The metrics are computed with
respect to i) the whole system, ii) application name, iii)
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Figure 3: Extracted error templates.

Table 1: Example of LogDiver ’s output data.
the user ID, iv) the node type (i.e., XE and XK nodes), v)
node hours, and vi) the application/job scale. For each of
the mentioned metrics, LogDiver estimates both empirical
distributions (cumulative and density functions) as well as
synthetic statistics including mean, standard deviation, and
confidence intervals. The metrics provided by the tool are
valuable for correlation studies design to quantify the impact
of exogenous variables, such as the load, application scale,
and expertise of the user, on the application resiliency.

3.

BLUE WATERS FIELD DATA

We illustrate our approach by providing examples of the
fault/error characterization analytics provided by LogDiver.
We conducted the analysis of data produced by Blue Waters
during the 365 production days (August 1, 2013 to August 1,
2014) to create an initial error categorization. Our dataset
includes 2,359,665 user application runs of more than 1,500
code bases, 769,321 jobs and 296,114,457 error events stored
in 4̃TB of syslogs. During the measured period, we measured an MTBF of 8.8h, and an overall availability of 0.968,
computed after excluding scheduled downtimes, system upgrades and programmed maintenance actions.

3.1

Blue Waters Errors

At the end of step 2, LogDiver identified 22,082 different
templates in the logs, i.e., about 300 million error entries
belongs only to about 22,000 different events. Those events
were further reduced to 5,127 using a set of 92 keywords
identified by Blue Waters staff. These we manually screened
and reduced to 398 templates of events potentially affecting
system and user operations.
Figure 3 shows the classification and count of the error

messages obtained from the considered datasets in Blue Waters. We categorized the 398 templates in 105 error tags (i.e.,
error types) generated by 10 error categories (relating the error tag to the specific involved subsystem), further categorized into five error groups: i) Network, which includes Gemini (e.g., routing or Gemini hardware errors) and LNet errors
(e.g., packet dropped or endpoint shutdown), ii) Scheduling,
which includes errors encountered by Moab/TORQUE (e.g.,
impossibility to allocate/deallocate resources for a job) and
ALPS (e.g., crash of the ALPS processes), iii) Node/Blade,
which encompasses errors detected by the resiliency mechanisms and hardware/software detectors employed in Blue
Waters nodes; events include errors generated by the GPU,
memory, and processor (e.g., GPU MMU errors and node
warm-swap failed), as well as system/user software errors;
and v) Storage, which includes errors generated by Lustre
(e.g., client eviction) and the Sonexion cluster (e.g., I/O errors on the storage nodes).
In order to reduce the filtering time, LogDiver is equipped
with a data-parallelization framework that i) splits the input data set into smaller sets, ii) produces a parallel batch
script assigning batches of 32-64 data files per node, iii) orchestrates the submission of a job to the target computing
system, and iv) collects and merges the results gathered by
the nodes, creating a new single data set. Each node executes a customized filtering script that includes 32-64 concurrent processes, one for each input data file. The number
of concurrent processes per node and the total number of
nodes used depend on the available memory and number of
cores per node in the computing environment.

3.2

Application Exit Status

Table 2 shows the breakdown of the job and applications
in our dataset. 64.53% of the total user runs are XE applications (i.e., 1,522,694), 35.46% are XK applications (i.e.,
836,971) using CPU and GPU accelerators. To compare the
composition of XE and XK applications with respect to ap-

Table 2: Workload across different scales.
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Figure 5: Breakdown of Blue Waters application
exit statuses for XE (a) and XK (b) applications
across different scales

Figure 4: Breakdown of decoded exit statuses.
plication scale, we subdivided the applications into 6 classes
following the rules in Table 2. Blue Waters data include
only a limited number of applications that can effectively
use full-scale executions. Even when running at full scale,
many applications do not execute for a long time, e.g., 75%
of the full-scale XE applications in the measured data run
for less than 5 h, with a median of 1.2 h. As we shall discuss
in the next section, tolerating variety of errors at ’Full’ scale
is not a trivial task.
Breaking down the application exit status. There
are more than 256 possible application exit codes, many of
which are ambiguous or application dependent. An example is that of the exit code 143 (i.e., application terminated
by issuing a TERM signal), which can be issued when the
application is killed either by system errors or by the user.
LogDiver is able to disambiguate and categorize an application exit reason by matching error data with application
exit code data. Exit reasons are classified into the following
categories: (i) Success, for applications completing successfully, ii) Walltime, for applications not completing within
the allocated wall clock time, iii) User, for abnormal terminations caused by user-related problems including compiler/linking/job script and command errors, missing module/file/directory or wrong permissions, and user-initiated
actions such as a control-C signal or termination/kill commands, iv) System, when an application is terminated due to
system-related issues caused by any of the considered system
errors, and v) User/System, when an application is terminated for causes that can be related to both user and system events, such as errors detected by the applications (e.g.,
through assertions) and handled by means of legit exit.
Figure 4 gives the breakdown of the application exit statuses. 61.2% of XE applications (Figure 4.(a)) and 76.4%
of XK applications (Figure 4.(b)) exited successfully. The
remaining applications failed due to several reasons, including: i) the application execution time exceeds the time limit
(3.4% for XE and 7.1% for XK, category ’walltime’); ii) userrelated problems (22.2% for XE and 12.2% for XK, category
’user’); iii) system-related problems (1.4% for XE and 1.83%
for XK) caused by hardware, software, configuration, or net-

work issues at the system or node levels and happen with a
MTBI (production hours / total application interrupts) of 15
minutes; and iv) a combination of user- and system-related
causes, e.g., exceptions raised because of issues with Gemini
rerouting (12% for XE and 2% for XK applications, category ’user/systems’). Compared to earlier Cray systems (for
which only job success data are publicly available), Blue Waters shows a lower percentage of application failures [9–11].
For instance, for Franklin, the Cray XT4 100 Teraflops machine at NERSC, 61% of applications complete successfully,
whereas 11.5% are terminated because of the walltime limit,
25% are terminated because of user problems, and 2.7% are
killed because of system problems. Athena (166TF, 46 XT4
cabinets) shows that 82% of applications finish successfully.
The percentage of non-reported application failures is believed to be 3% according to the staff.
XK applications show a higher percentage of application failure because of system errors (1.8%) than
XE nodes (1.4%). The difference in the percentage of
failed applications is due to the higher number of XE applications failing because of user causes (category ”user”,
22.24% for XE applications and 12.20% for XK). The reason
behind that is (1) XE nodes are often preferred by users to
develop and debug their applications before deploying the
code, (2) The wait time for accessing XK nodes is typically
longer than that for accessing XE nodes.
Figure 5 shows the breakdown application exit reasons for
different scales. Key observations are: (i) For XE nodes the
number of applications exiting successfully decreases with
scale while no clear trend can be observed for XK applications; (ii) The number of application exiting because of
’user/system’ problem increases substantially with the scale
of XE applications while it remains relatively same for XK
applications; (iii) For both XE and XK applications number
of system related exit statuses increases with scale. However
percentage-wise it is substantially higher for XK applications when compared to XE applications. System problems
cause the failure of 5.65% of full scale XK applications (4,224
nodes) against 1.55% for XE applications (22,640 nodes).
Recall that application failing because of ’user/system’
problem includes unexpected situations successfully captured
built-in error detection mechanism (e.g. assertions). Data in
Figure 5 demonstrates that approaching extreme scales the
error detection capabilities of XE applications (supported by
the XE6 nodes hardware sensors and detectors) are more effective in capturing anomalous situations than as it happens
for XK applications. XK7 nodes provide provide limited
support for error detection (i.e., GPU monitoring and error
detection) and hence cannot handle unexpected situation as

subject to different error categories. The resiliency is mea#applications(successf ul,error in category Ci )
.
sured as: #applications(total
number,error in category Ci )
Figure 7 shows how applications react on average (i.e.,
succeed or fail) when subject to errors in the categories in
Figure 3 (See Section 3). The error bar represents the 95%
confidence interval of the estimated figures.

Figure 6: Blue Waters workload exit status for XE
(d) and XK (e) applications that experienced at
least 1 error during the execution.
effectively as XE6 nodes allow. This finding demonstrates
that XK applications might be more prone to undetected
errors (e.g. Silent Data Corruption) than XE applications
because of the limited error detection capabilities provided
by the platform.

4.

APPLICATION RESILIENCY

In this section, we use the output produced by LogDiver
to measure the resiliency of XE and XK applications. Measurements are produced by LogDiver with respect to i) different application scales, from single node application up to
full scale applications, and ii) sensitivity to different error
categories. Recall that the tool performs a matching between the workload run on each node and the 102 error tags
identified during the step 2 of the approach (Figure 3).
Application Survivability. Figure 6 illustrates the breakdown of the application exit status for all those applications
that experienced at least 1 error during their execution. In
particular, Figure 6 shows the joint distribution of how application terminates when operating under error conditions.
It is interesting to note that the success rate of both XE and
XK application decreases when operating under error. XK
applications show little resiliency to error when compared
to XE applications. In particular, the success rate of XK
application goes down from 76.6% to 49% when the applications operate under error; at the same time, the percentage
of application failing because of system problems grows from
1.83% to 40.55%, while the same phenomenon has a more
modest yet substantial manifestation for XE nodes, where
the success rate goes down from 61.27% to 56.54%. Another
interesting observation is percentage of applications exiting
with unknown status, only 0.002% of XE applications that
suffered error are in this category compared to 0.475% for
XK applications. We speculate that this is because of the
poor error detection mechanism currently present on the
K20X GPUs of XK7 nodes. As it shall be detailed later,
XK applications are more sensitive to system errors for a
variety of reasons. Recovering from GPU errors without appropriate support from error detection mechanisms is a hard
task if not sometime impossible.

4.1

Resiliency to Different Error Categories

As a final demonstration of the potential of LogDiver, we
used the data produced after step 5 (”evaluation of metrics”)
to analyze the impact of different error categories on application resiliency. Figure 7 shows the plot of the application
resiliency computed by LogDiver when the applications are

File system and interconnect are critical for medium
to full scale applications. Figure 7.(a) shows the application resiliency across XE applications. An interesting observation is that for applications running at single and nano
scale (within single cabinet) the measurements don’t change
drastically. When applications run on more than one cabinet (>96 nodes), we start to see substantial decrease in resiliency to interconnect and system problems. In particular,
’Interconnect’ (Gemini) resiliency goes down from 34.89%
for nano to 17.06% for high scale. Similarly, resiliency for
(’LUSTURE’,’ LNET’) goes down from (40.8%, 41.34%) for
nano scale to (21.38%, 22.32%) at high scale respectively.
Slight aberrations in resiliency patterns are observed for
applications running at full scale. This is because at full
scale application developers generally adopt many resiliency
mechanisms to protect application against variety of errors
and typically run for less than 5 hours which means that
these applications will be exposed to various errors for limited amount of time. It is interesting to note that ’operating system (OS)’ related errors (e.g. kernel panic, kernel
OOPS) are very critical at any scale. Although, they are
not frequent events they can kill the applications almost
in all cases. The reason for OS critically is that when OS
crashes on a node, it is difficult if not impossible to trigger
node health check or recovery procedures like warm swap
or application migration on healthy nodes. In these cases,
a deeper analysis shows that applications developed using
charm++ frameworks are more resilient than other. The
charm++ framework maintains two copies of checkpoints
in-memory on different nodes and hence chances of recovery
from such failures are higher.
This behavior is even more marked on XK applications
Figure 7(b). In particular, XK applications running at single and nano scale (i.e within a cabinet, <=96 nodes) show
higher error resiliency across different categories compared
to other scales. When expanding outside single cabinet, we
observe a sharp decrease in resiliency across all error categories. In particular, ’interconnect’ (Gemini) problems go
down from nano to full scale. When approaching high and
full scale, file system (’LUSTURE’ and ’LNET’) problems
are typically unrecoverable for XK applications. Interestingly, resiliency to node/blade error does not follow similar
dynamics as the interconnect or file system. We observe limited variance in resiliency for such errors, bounded between
27.7% and 50.5% of resiliency.
Application Resiliency to GPU errors Figure 7 shows
that GPU related errors (e.g. GPU Drivers) are critical to
XK workloads. In particular, we look how GPU errors affect the XK workload. Our data revealed that there are 5
different types of GPU error codes that occurred during the
measured period. The names and their occurrence count is
given in Figure 3 under GP U heading. Figure 3 shows that
Memory Management Unit (MMU) error is most frequent
while Double Bit Exception (DBE) error is the least occurring. Next, we breakdown the occurrence of GPU errors
according to scale (Full, High, Medium, Small, Nano, Single) and exit type (Success, System, Unorderly exit, User,
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Figure 7: Average resiliency (% of application that tolerated the error) of XE (a) and XK (b) applications
to different error categories. The error bars show 95% of confidence intervals.
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Figure 8: Breakdown of GPU errors across all XK
applications (a), and Vs. different scales (b).
User/System, Walltime) as shown in Fig. 8. This figure
shows the count of applications runs that suffered a particular type of GPU error after the coalescing stage. As can be
seen in figure, most of these errors lead to application failing with ’System’ exit code. In some cases, the errors can
lead to all (or most) application failing either in ’Walltime’
such as M M U Error at full scale or in ’User/System’ such as
U nable T o Reset at full scale. The reason being GPU errors
are hard to tolerate because of poor detection, logging and
recovery techniques limited by hardware itself. The triggered recovery procedure thereafter, takes longer than expected. The application effectively behaves like a hung application and either hits walltime or user decides to manually
kill it. Very few application exit successfully despite suffering from GPU related errors and these are concentrated at
smaller scales. However, our manual examinations of logs
reveal longer recovery times even at these scales. Thanks
to the data provided by LogDiver tool, we identified that
recovering from system errors is more difficult for XK applications when compared to XE applications. We analyzed
the traces of few XK application failures because of system
errors to validate the data from LogDiver. Interestingly, we
found that in case of system errors (e.g. ’Gemini’ or ’LUSTURE’ problems) applications go into recovery are not able
to recover within the limits of allocated walltime. A closer
look into the trace of few applications allowed us to identify
that there is little or no support restore and resume workload running on GPU cores because of lack of appropriate
error detection capabilities/API’s.
Putting all together: MTBI Vs. different error categories and scales. As discussed in section 2.5, LogDiver
estimates a variety of metrics across variety of scales and
errors. Table 3 shows MTBI number obtained for different

Table 3: MTBI values for XE (a)-(b) and XK (c)(d) applications when exposed to error of different
categories, at different scales.
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scales and error categories. MTBI is computed as the total number of system hours spent while computing at scale
x divided by total number of failures occurring because of
category c during that time period. An interesting observation is that XE applications at full scale can obtain a higher
value of MTBI (8.8 hours) compared to theoretical MTBI
value (5.69 hours). The theoretical value for the MTBI is
Single N ode M T BF
given by T otal
. This observation implies
number of XE nodes
that resiliency mechanisms at full scale do an excellent job
in protecting applications from various errors which is consistent with the results of previous section. For Full scale
XK applications, achieved MTBI is 15.1 hours. Unlike XE
applications, XK applications at full scale is only able to
match theoretical MTBI (of 15.06 hours). Thus, leaving a
scope for improvement. If we compute the ratio of achieved
MTBI and theoretical(expected) MTBI, we see that at XE
Full scale the system is able to improve MTBI by 1.55x.
While for XK, it can barely keep up with expected MTBI.
Lustre MTBI goes up as the application scales up from
small to full scale. At full scale, the system is obviously
loaded with smaller number of applications. We found that
there is a correlation between number of active applications
and number of Lustre error (correlation value of 0.495). We
traced this to the way Lustre handles I/O requests. Requests are handled through Meta Data Server (MDS) and
Object Storage Server (OSS). We found that MDS can often be overwhelmed by high rates of I/O requests. Despite
of 1000’s of threads serving MDS requests, these resources
can easily be consumed. This causes long wait times when
performing I/O operations that in turn have critical impact

on overall application behavior. For example, many applications experiencing lustre errors are actually terminated
because of reaching the walltime limits. LogDiver is able to
spot this problem and categorizes such problems to applications failing because of system problems. This shows that
the current lustre architecture suffers from different reliability bottlenecks. Further this shows that there is limited
failure containment as the activities of one application can
influence the resiliency of other applications.

5.

RELATED WORK

Resiliency at extreme-scales comes from detecting and
auto-correcting a greater fraction of errors with high impact. Prior research activities have centered on analyzing
error logs [1–6] as well as some online analysis for patterns
preceding a failure, and evaluated the accuracy and efficacy
of anomaly detection and proactive response [12, 13]. They
have addressed one or more of the following issues: basic error characteristics [1,2,5], modeling and evaluation [6,14,15],
failure prediction and proactive checkpointing [16,17]. There
are many challenges in systematically studying large-scale
systems using operational data, such as data availability,
data collection/mining and fault/failure characterization. In
this paper, we present LogDiver, our solution to address the
issue of the collection, mining and analysis of logs generated
by extreme-scale machines.
While many works provide novel filtering approaches, few
consider errors that really impact production workload in
their analysis. The available characterization studies and
techniques for characterizing errors/failures of extreme scale
machines do not provide sufficient fidelity of understanding to enable researchers and system architects to determine
how applications behave when exposed to errors and assess
architectural requirements for future architectures. Blue
Waters logs contains more than 100 different types of errors that can impact user applications, while others does
not represent a real threat for both system and application
operations. LogDiver is the first to correlate errors to user
applications in extreme-scale environment, providing highfidelity resiliency measurements.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented LogDiver, a tool for the analysis
of application-level resilience to system errors in large-scale
machines. The tool has been developed with respect to the
data produced by Blue Waters but can be applied to other
Cray based supercomputer with small effort.
In the future, we will integrate our workflow into a data
stream-processing platform in order to gather real-time measurements on the system that can be used to detect major
problems at the application level. We will also look on how
to take into account additional data generated by the hardware sensors not currently analyzed by LogDiver. Finally,
we will use the results of the analysis to investigate new data
collection mechanisms to support application-aware fault
classification, and to derive new metrics to predict the resiliency of the next generation of extreme-scale systems.

While the examples provided in this paper demonstrates
that it is possible to provide a detailed characterization of
hardware/software errors, we claim that a significant effort
is required to create a classification which applies across different platforms, as our data shows with regards to the different error detection capabilities of XE and XK nodes. One
of the challenges is the fact that some of sensors used by the
system-level error detectors may be available on one platform while absent on another. We will address this challenge
by cross validating the considered error categories with data
from different systems (e.g., Cray XC30 and/or IBM).
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